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Abstract 

 

As the use of Smartphones has increased, the number of mobile applications has grown 

at an exponential rate. The increasingly higher number of mobile applications has led 

to a higher demand of studying human-computer interaction within mobile 

applications. Human-computer interaction (HCI) is the study of how people more 

efficiently can interact with a system. One field of study within HCI is user experience 

(UX), which studies how well a user perceives the use of a system in terms of pleasure, 

affect, aesthetics and fun. Another field within HCI is usability, which measure how 

well a user can interact with or use a system.  
 
The purpose of this thesis was to create design improvements to increase the user 

experience in Shownight’s mobile application. The design improvements were based 

on a performed evaluation that was defined with help of an initial literature study and 

consisted of semi-structured interviews in combination with performance 

measurements and was performed on five participants. Based on the evaluation and 

literature study, the design improvements for the mobile application could be defined. 

The design improvements were defined in line with the functions in the head menu: 

news feed, grid view, search function, event calendar and personal information. The 

expectation of implementing the design improvements is that the mobile application’s 

design becomes more intuitive and easy to use and thus, increases the user experience. 
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Sammanfattning 

 

Då användningen av Smartphones har ökat, har antalet mobilapplikationer som 

lanserats växt exponentiellt. Det växande antalet mobilapplikationer har resulterat i 

ett ökat behov av människa-datorinteraktion inom mobilapplikationer. Människa-

datorinteraktion (MDI) är ett forskningsområde som behandlar samspelet mellan 

användare och datorer. Ett område inom MDI är användarupplevelser (UX), vilket 

utvärderar användarens uppfattning om systemet med avseende på nöje, 

känslostämning, estetik och underhållning. Ett annat område inom MDI är 

användbarhet, vilket mäter hur väl användare kan interagera med eller använda ett 

system.  

Målet med denna uppsats är att utvärdera Shownights mobilapplikation och ta fram 

designförslag för att förbättra användarupplevelsen. Designförslagen togs fram med 

hjälp av en utvärderingsmetod som baserades på en genomförd litteraturstudie och 

bestod av en semistrukturerad intervju i kombination med prestationsmätningar. I 

denna studie utvärderade fem personer mobilapplikationen. Baserat på resultaten från 

utvärderingen och litteraturstudien kunde designförslagen definieras. Designförslagen 

var kategoriserade efter varje funktion i mobilapplikationens huvudmeny: nyhetsflöde, 

rutnät-visualisering, sökfunktionen, eventkalender och personlig information.  

Förväntningarna av en implementation av de föreslagna designförbättringarna är att 

mobilapplikationen blir mer intuitiv och lättanvänd och därmed ge en förbättrad 

användarupplevelse. 

Nyckelord 
 
Användbarhet, Användarupplevelse, Utvärderingsmetod, Mobilapplikation, Design 
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1 Introduction 

In 2015 it was reported by the Pew Research Center (Poushter 2016) that 43 % of the 

world’s population owns a Smartphone. The emergence of Smartphones, has led to an 

increased number of mobile applications. Today, it is possible to develop and launch 

applications regardless of who the product owners are or whom they represent. This is, 

besides of being an opportunity to spread an idea or brand to people, a challenge. In 

order for users to find and use the application that was launched, it has to be innovative 

and more so, it has to feel unique, intuitive and please the user in a way other 

applications do not. Through this one field within IT has gained more attention; 

Human-computer interactions. Human-computer interaction is the study of how 

people more efficiently interact with computers.  

1.1 Background 

Human-computer interaction (HCI) is the study of how computer technology 

influences human activities. This includes primarily the design, implementation and 

evaluation of interactive systems. HCI was, according to Myers (1998), mainly 

introduced at Universities in the early 60’s. Although research began 50 years ago it 

took until the 80’s before the expression Human-computer interactions became 

widespread and HCI-developed products became available to users. Today, HCI is 

considered a fundamental part of our technological devices and it is presumed to 

change the way we use technological equipment at its core (Cambridge 2011). 

 

Traditionally, the main component of HCI has been usability, a measurement of how 

well a user can interact with or use a system. This can be interactions in terms of several 

parameters, such as required time to complete a certain task, number of errors made 

or the required time to use the system before becoming a competent user (Benyon 

2010). The International Organization for Standardization (1998) defines how to 

measure usability broadly using the three aspects: effectiveness, efficiency and 

satisfaction.  

 

Today, user experience (UX) is considered another fundamental part of HCI. Scholars 

argue about how UX  should be differentiated correctly from usability (Bevan 2009) 

but the most widely excepted definition of user experience is “a person's perceptions 

and responses that result from the use and/or anticipated use of a product, system or 

service” (ISO 2010). UX is thus said to be at best use when examining specific qualities 

based on the impression the user gets and it involves aspects such as pleasure, affect, 

aesthetics and fun.  

 

As the popularity of using mobile technology increases, ensuring effectiveness and ease 

of use is essential. The high rate of applications being launched heightens the 

competition between companies and makes it hard to create mobile applications that 
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stand out. An even greater challenge might be to sustain the usage by keeping the users 

interested. There are several factors that are involved in the work of creating a 

successful application, among these factors are usability and user experience. By 

making an application more user-centered, that is, better equipped to satisfy the user’s 

needs when it comes to visual and practical aspects, it is more likely that the user will 

enjoy and continue using the application.   

 

The increased usage of mobile applications has also led to more specific research in 

terms of domain and context. Within the mobile entertainment (ME) domain there are 

according to Leong et al. (2013) two critical factors influencing user experience: 

perceived usefulness and perceived enjoyment. Perceived usefulness is based on how 

functional the user perceived the application and perceived enjoyment refers to what 

degree the application brought pleasure.  

1.2 Commissioned work 

This study was commissioned by the company Shownight. Shownight works within the 

entertainment business and developed a mobile application for their customers. The 

application was anticipated to function as one of their main communication channels 

and had two primary functions: a news magazine and a platform for users to see 

upcoming shows with the celebrities they like. The user was able to subscribe to 

celebrities and the mobile application generated a news magazine containing news 

from these celebrities. The news magazine used news both from traditional and 

nontraditional news sources. An important feature in the magazine was that the user 

could press the button “Play my city”. This feature was considered a fundamental part 

of the application since Shownight could see who their customers wanted to see live in 

a local area. The second function was a platform where the user could see upcoming 

shows in the city the user choose to set as its hometown. Based on which entertainer 

the users showed interest for, the company could gain insights into which entertainer 

to collaborate with. Due to the importance of the mobile application, Shownight was 

interested in how to improve the user experience of the application. A preview of the 

mobile application can be seen in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Preview of Shownight’s application 

 

1.3 Problem 

The company Shownight has developed a mobile application providing news about 

celebrities and their upcoming events. The current design of the application is 

functional but lacks, according to the company, in terms of user experience. By working 

with human-centered design and UX, the application can attract a wider range of users 

and increase the likelihood of extended usage. In this thesis Shownight’s mobile 

application was evaluated based on user experience. The research question was the 

following:  

 

What design improvements can be found to increase the user experience of the mobile 

application provided by Shownight? 

1.4 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to define improvements that can be implemented to 

improve the Shownight’s mobile application in the area of user experience. With help 

of a thorough user experience evaluation, suggestions on improvements of the 

application were presented.  
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1.5 Goal 

The goal of this degree project is to evaluate the user experience of Shownight’s mobile 

application. With an application that is perceived as easy to interact with and that has 

an intuitive design, the company can more effectively reach out to their targeted 

customers. Moreover, in providing their users with a more pleasant and fun experience 

they are more likely to sustain an interest in the application. 

 

The expected result from this degree project is a set of suggestions that can be 

implemented on the mobile application in order to improve the user experience. The 

suggestions derived from the evaluation performed in this study. On a larger scale, 

developing user-centered mobile applications emphasizes the importance of user 

experience and as a consequence, the field of HCI becomes more wide-spread. 

 
1.5.1 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability 
Usually, when an application is evaluated from human-computer interaction 

standpoint, there are changes made making the interface more intuitive and easier to 

use. By improving the interface, Shownight’s customers will have a more positive user 

experience. In a broader perspective, research within the HCI-field contributes to 

development and a higher understanding within the field. New viewpoints could be 

valuable for other companies as well as researchers.    

 

Even though some applications choose to show a variety of news, information from 

certain sources are always missing. Similarly, Shownight’s application is limited to a 

few information sources, and this creates a situation where the user experiences a 

subjective view. Hence, it is possible that the shown data is a biased view and that the 

user is subjected to tunnel vision. This can be negative in terms of building a healthy 

perception of the society.  

 

Sustainable development consists of three parts: economic, social and ecological 

development (Eriksson 2016).  Our thesis work could potentially pose risks within the 

field of ecological development. Mobile applications consume foreground and 

background data and Shownight’s application requires energy and might result in that 

the users more frequently needs to charge their phones. In consequence, charging the 

phone more often leads to higher energy consumption.   

1.6 Methodology 

This study an inductive research was conducted with primarily a qualitative data 

collection. A literature study was carried out to gather relevant information. The 

literature study was based on articles, books and journals within the field of usability, 

user experience and evaluation methods. The results from the literature study can be 

found in Section 2 and Section 3. 
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There are two research methods that can be used when conducting a research: 

inductive and deductive. Deductive research begins with developing a theory or 

hypothesis. The theory or hypothesis is then tested through empirical observations. In 

contrast to a deductive research, an inductive research begins with collecting relevant 

data for the study. With the collected data a pattern can be found and a general theory 

can be defined (Lancaster 2004). Which method that is most appropriate to use 

depends on the type of research that shall be conducted.  

 

Another important process of conducting research is to collect relevant, valid and 

reliable data. There are two major ways to collect data as part of a research process: 

quantitative and qualitative data collection (Lancaster 2004). According to Creswell 

(2009) these two data collection methods should not be seen as distinct but rather a 

representation of different ends of a continuum. This means that a data collection 

usually tends to be more qualitative than quantitative or vice versa.  

 

Quantitative data is as Lancaster (2004) reports considered being more objective than 

qualitative data, and can be expressing numerically or classifying by some numerical 

value. One of the most common ways to gather quantitative data is having surveys. The 

data is often based on close-ended questions with fixed answers or only yes or no 

options. Hence, Lancaster (2004) means that the data is regarded as quantifiable and 

reliable.  

 

Qualitative data is data that is collected through descriptive observations and can be 

classified by type. Qualitative data can be collected from various sources: in-depth 

interviews, focus groups, from written words in form of reports, surveys and field notes 

that capture observed events (Frattaroli 2012). Due to the nature of the qualitative 

data, it is considered to be more subjective. The outcome of qualitative data is often a 

quantification of statements or descriptions (Lancaster 2004). Vine (2011) writes that 

qualitative methods lacks in reliability, but are known to have a greater validity in 

comparison to quantitative methods. Moreover, Lincoln and Guba (1985) argue that 

reliability should not be the main objective for qualitative researchers and that they 

instead should focus on whether the results of the study are consistent with the data 

collected. 

1.7 Delimitations 

Due to a time limitation, this thesis focused only on user experience and how to 

evaluate user experience within mobile applications. Other related areas such as the 

implementation of the design were thus overlooked. By the same token, the thesis did 

not evaluate the usability of the mobile application concerning processing capability 

and power.  
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The purpose of this thesis was to create suggestions of design improvements for the 

mobile application Shownight. Therefore, the design improvements are not expected 

to be applicable for other mobile applications. 

1.8 Report outline 

This thesis has the following structure:   

Section 1: Introduction: This section presents an overview of the thesis. 

 

Section 2: Usability: This section reviews the general concepts of usability and the 

evaluation methods within usability. 

 

Section 3: User experience: This section reviews the general concepts of user 

experience and the evaluation methods within user experience. 

 

Section 4: Method: This section presents the method used to conduct this study.  

 

Section 5: Evaluation Method: This section presents the selected method to evaluate 

the mobile application.  

 

Section 6: Data from evaluation: This section presents the data gathered from the 

evaluation. 

 

Section 7: Results and solutions: This section presents the solution on how to improve 

the mobile application.  

 

Section 8: Discussion: This section discusses the performed study and factors that can 

have influenced the result. 

 

Section 9: Conclusion: This section presents a summary of the thesis and provides 

ideas for future work. 
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2 Usability 

This section presents the theory behind usability and how a mobile application can be 

tested and measured with usability evaluation methods. First, a general description of 

usability is presented. Second, usability within mobile applications is described and 

the challenges prior to testing are identified. Last, the different kinds of evaluation 

methods within usability are presented. 

2.1 Usability 

There are many definitions of usability but the most widely accepted within the HCI-

field is the definition proposed by ISO 9241-11 (1998): “the extent to which a product 

can be used by specified users to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency 

and satisfaction in a specified context of use”.  In this thesis usability is described in 

order to base the data from the evaluations upon supported theories and thus, 

strengthen the validity. Usability is important within every aspect of design 

development. In the book The design of everyday things by Norman (2002) it is 

described as a fundamental part in both ordinary things such as doors and more 

advanced technology like computer systems. Usability is also, along with reliability and 

security, considered one of the most important quality criteria for success in Web 

development, based on a study conducted by Offutt (2002). Without using well-

reasoned and intuitive designs, Norman (2002) claims that people are more likely to 

commit errors which cause time, money and sometimes safety issues.   

 

Norman is, along with Shneiderman and Nielsen, one of the people who have had the 

strongest influences on usability and how it should be evaluated. All three of them have 

identified principles for how usability should be determined. A number of Norman’s 

(2002), Nielsen’s (1995) and Shneiderman’s (1987) principles are similar: visibility, 

natural mappings, feedback, user control and feedback, strive for consistency, error 

prevention and reduce short term memory. All of their principles are shown in 

Appendix A. It could be argued that the similar principles are most significant within 

usability and these will therefore be in focus in our study. 

2.2 Usability within mobile applications 

This thesis covers the theory of usability of mobile applications since the application 

evaluated is designed solely for handheld devices. A mobile application is a software 

application that is developed for usage chiefly on handheld devices with mobile 

operating systems, such as tablets and smartphones. The study of usability within 

mobile applications has become one separate research area partly because earlier 

studies on usability may not always have been applicable on mobile devices (Zhang & 

Adipat 2009). Earlier studies on usability have involved e.g. usability testing of desktop 

applications and websites. These studies have developed guidelines and methods that 

may not capture important factors that are relevant for mobile devices and mobile 

applications. For instance, both desktop applications and websites are systems that 
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require the user to sit in front of a desktop in a specific environment, such as in the 

office. In contrast, mobile applications are widely used in other contexts than the 

typical desktop environments.  

  

Concerning usability within mobile applications Kangas and Kinnunen (2005) 

emphasize the importance of good structure and well-placed features due to the limited 

display size mobile devices have. They explain that the main features of the application 

should be centered or easy to find while other less important features could be hidden 

in menus. It is also said that no unnecessary features should be added just because they 

are cheap or easy to implement. On the contrary, it might be good to remove unused 

features and simplify the application.  

 

In order to help developers design usable application, Apple (2016) has created user 

experience guidelines for mobile applications. The guidelines are mainly focusing on 

the interface design. By adapting to Apple’s user experience guidelines, Hoehle and 

Venkatesh (2015) identified six constructs to represent mobile application usability: 

application design, application utility, interface graphics, interface structure, 

interface input and interface output. The six constructs’ definitions are presented in 

Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Summary of the six constructs (Hoehle & Venkatesh 2015) 

Constructs  Definition 

Application design The degree to which a user perceives that a mobile 
application is generally designed well  

Application utility The degree to which a user perceives that a mobile 
application generally serves its purpose well 

Interface graphics The degree to which a user perceives a mobile 
application’s user interface graphics to be effectively 
designed 

User interface structure The degree to which a user perceives that a mobile 
application is structured effectively  

User interface input  The degree to which a user perceives that a mobile 
application allows easy input of data 

User interface output The degree to which a user perceives that a mobile 
application presents content effectively 
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2.3 Challenges in testing usability of mobile applications 

Zhang and Adipat (2009) state that the challenges of testing usability within mobile 

applications are due to the unique features of mobile devices and wireless networks. 

Reflecting upon the challenges of mobile devices is essential as it could potentially 

cause problems for the users. One challenge connected to the mobile devices unique 

features is how to design intuitively for small screen sizes. The user needs to be able to 

display important information, find features and interact with the application even 

though the screen size is limited.   

 

The mobile’s dependency on wireless networks lead to usability challenges concerning 

connectivity. Connectivity refers to how the mobile application can perform during 

various network conditions, e.g. the mobile application’s time for downloading data or 

quality of streaming media when the network connection is slow. In certain areas the 

wireless network is not fully developed and this could result in connection issues for 

the user. Thus, it is important to consider which features are dependent on connectivity 

and how to prevent the issues of slow connectivity.  

 

Another challenge that arises when testing usability of mobile application is how to 

define mobile context. The mobile context can be defined as “any information that 

characterizes a situation related to the interaction between users, applications, and the 

surrounding environment”. This includes the users’ environment (location and social 

situation), physical environment (lighting and noise level that can distract user’s 

attention) and computing environment (network capacity and connectivity) (Dey et al. 

2001). This challenge is unique for applications on handheld devices since earlier 

desktop applications always presumes that the user sits in a certain environment, in 

front of the desktop. A mobile device can be used in many different environments and 

situations, for instance it is possible for the user to use a mobile application while 

simultaneously carrying out other activities. To test the user in a natural setting during 

selected moments in daily life could therefore be preferable, but it is also often difficult 

and expensive compared testing in a laboratory setting.   

2.4 Evaluation methods within usability 

Usability evaluation methods (UEMs) are used in order to evaluate how well an 

interface is perceived and utilized. Interfaces need to constantly be reviewed and tested 

in order to meet the users’ needs and wishes. Usually the evaluations include an 

evaluator who uses a predefined set of criteria to find out how well the product or 

service is developed. The selection of evaluation method determines what type of 

results could be expected. In addition, when selecting an evaluation method the 

evaluator must consider factors such as time, money and resource restrictions. In this 

thesis the selection of evaluation method is therefore critical and will be further 

described in Section 4. 
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Within UEMs there are five main classes according to the taxonomy proposed by 
Ivory and Hearst (2001). The classes are:  

● Analytical modeling: models are employed to generate usability predictions. 

● Inspection: a set of criteria or heuristics are used by an expert to determine 

possible usability concerns.  

● Inquiry: feedback in form of surveys and interviews are given by users.  

● Simulation: models are employed to mimic user behavior and report the results.    

● Testing: observation of user interactions done by an evaluator to identify 

usability problems.    

 

The classes can be divided further into subclasses which have similar approaches to 

examine usability but differ in execution. Some of the subclasses will be presented in 

the sections 2.4.1-2.4.5.  

 

2.4.1 Analytical modeling 
Analytical modeling is an UEM that aims to predict usability with help of models, such 

as the GOMS analysis (Fernandez et al. 2011). Usually analytical modeling is used to 

predict certain aspects of user performance when interacting with an interface. This 

could be how difficult the user learns a task sequence. The exact sequence of actions is 

determined prior to the experience and then analyzed by using an analytical model to 

calculate a usability index (Dillon 2001). 

 

GOMS analysis is the most commonly used analytical modeling method and refers to 

task evaluation on the basis of Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection rules. With 

GOMS the execution time for concrete tasks is evaluated and layout pages can be 

modified individually. Kieras (2003) states that the GOMS analysis could replace a 

large amount of necessary empirical user-testing and the method is known to be both 

practical and effective. However, the method is generally used in the early stages of an 

application after defining the goal and methods of implementation. Dillon (2001) 

writes that GOMS is considered robust over repeated applications but lacks when it 

comes to finding areas of usage, mainly because it is limited to predict time and 

requires error-free performance. Thus, it is best applied if the task involves little or no 

decision making. The advantages of using analytical modeling are that it provides 

accurate results and could be used to evaluate specific qualities of a layout (Dillon 

2001). However, by evaluating only specific qualities the method is limited and could 

not give a complete view of how usable the interface is. 
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2.4.2 Inspection 
In usability inspection methods there are typically one or more experts determining 

possible usability concerns by comparing test results with a set of criteria or heuristics. 

The output from an inspection evaluation is a list of usability problems that were 

detected by the experts after the comparison was made. One of the most commonly 

used inspection methods is heuristic evaluation. 

 

Benyon (2010) mentions that expert evaluations, such as heuristic evaluation, are 

simple, relatively quick and efficient. However, the effectiveness and correctness of the 

heuristic evaluation method has been questioned. Woolrych and Cockton (2001) 

conducted an evaluation of the heuristic evaluation where trained evaluators and 

customers evaluated the same interface separately. The result showed that a heuristic 

evaluation could produce many false positives and the heuristics often were used 

inappropriately which led to incorrect results. Benyon (2010) states that a heuristic 

evaluation is more appropriate to use when at an early stage of developing a design.  

 

2.4.3 Inquiry 
The UEM inquiry allows end-users to be the evaluator in order to obtain subjective 

feedback (Ivory & Hearst 2001). The feedback focuses on gathering users’ subjective 

impressions, preferences and feelings such as their likes, dislikes, needs and 

understandings of a system. Therefore, this method is not applicable if studying 

specific tasks or measuring performance. Inquiry data can be gathered from focus 

groups and interviews. 

 

Focus groups provide a larger amount of data than interviews and the data is quickly 

and easily collected (Morgan 1997). The researcher also has the capability to observe 

people when discussing on topics. Group discussions provide direct evidence on 

participants’ opinions, similarities and differences, which is one of the focus groups’ 

advantages. However, this is only possible under the circumstances that the researcher 

can control that the direction of the discussion stays in the research scope. A further 

drawback with focus groups is that it provides less depth and details of each 

participant’s experience and opinion. In comparison with focus groups, interviews 

provide more detailed data and the participants can further develop their thoughts 

since they have more individual time (Morgan 1997). Furthermore, the interviewer 

generally has more control over the direction of an one-on-one conversation. One of 

the most discussed drawbacks of both interviews and focus-groups is validity of the 

interview data (Vine 2011). 

 

It is common that inquiry methods are used in combination with testing or inspection 

methods to perform a more thorough evaluation (Fernandez et al.  2011). By combining 

a testing method (e.g. think aloud testing) and an inquiry method (e.g. interviews), 

both objective and subjective data can be gathered. 
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2.4.4 Simulation 
When using simulation methods to evaluate usability, the user’s behavior when 

interacting with the system is simulated (Ivory & Hearst 2001). The usability is 

measured by simulating activities, errors and other quantitative measurements. The 

results from a simulation are often in form of objective performance measures and 

interface operation.  

 

Ivory and Hearst (2001) suggest in their study that simulation methods might be more 

useful when being at an early stage of designing a product. Using simulation allows the 

designer to select among design alternatives before starting the actual development, 

which can reduce expensive development costs, time and resources. However, because 

of the required understanding of the theory behind a simulation approach and the work 

required to construct or manipulate complex models, simulation methods are more 

difficult to use and learn comparing to other UEMs. This could be one of the reasons 

why Fernandez et al. (2011) declares the simulation method as the least common one.  

 

2.4.5 Testing 
Testing requires observation of users while completing tasks in an interactive 

environment or giving opinions on layouts (Ivory & Hearst 2001). In a study conducted 

by Fernandez et al. (2011) the most common UEM is testing, being included in almost 

60% of the papers reviewed. Some subclasses that are recognized within testing are: 

think aloud testing and performance measurement.  

 

In a think aloud testing, the participants are to perform some task on a system and at 

the same time verbalize their thoughts as they interact with the system (Nielsen 2012a). 

The researcher listens to the participants to discover where in the system 

misconceptions and misunderstandings arise. According to Nielsen, the advantages of 

think aloud testing are that it is cheap, not too time-consuming and the gathered data 

is robust. The drawback of think aloud testing is that it puts the tester in an unnatural 

situation because the user has to verbalize his thoughts. That can be considered as an 

interruption in the user’s natural use of the product. Moreover, the results can be 

biased if the evaluator somehow affects the user. In such case, the results cannot be 

used accurately.  

 

In performance measurement, the evaluator observes a user interacting with a system 

and measures a number of usability quality attributes (Nielsen 2012b). Objective data 

on usability quality attributes such as time taken to complete a task, learning time, 

efficiency of use, memorability success rate and user errors can be gathered. However, 

Nielsen (2006) means that collecting quantitative measures often turns out to be 

expensive since it requires a fairly large number of observations before the data is 

considered to be trustworthy. 
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3 User experience 

This section presents the literature study done within user experience (UX). First, a 

general description of UX is given. Second, UX within mobile entertainment is 

described. Third, the evaluation methods within UX are presented. Then, a comparison 

between usability and UX are then presented. Last, work related to this thesis is 

reviewed.  

3.1 User experience 

When considering the quality of a mobile application, HCI has extended its focus from 

only considering usability to experience-centered development. This is more known as 

user experience (UX) and involves aspects such as pleasure, affect, aesthetics and fun. 

The International Organization for Standardization (2010) 9241-210 defines UX as “A 

person's perceptions and responses that result from the use and/or anticipated use of 

a product, system or service”. 

 

UX depends on a wide range of factors, among them cultural preferences and social 

constructs. Nowadays, more people move and access information across borders which 

lead to a more culturally integrated society. As a result, interfaces need to be more 

including in for instance selections of appropriate iconography, colors and language 

presets (McKenna & Naftulin 2000).  

3.2 User experience within mobile entertainment  

Blythe and Wright (2004) argue that many mobile applications today function as 

leisure time activities and that our motivation for using applications has changed to be 

more focused on enjoyment. According to a study conducted by Leong et al. (2013) 

there are two critical factors influencing UX within mobile entertainment: perceived 

usefulness and perceived enjoyment. Perceived usefulness is important because people 

are inclined to use the application when they feel that it is benefitting for their personal 

lives. Thus, it is vital to provide features that are perceived as useful and relevant. 

Perceived enjoyment is considered an even more important factor in mobile 

entertainment. This is mainly due to the fact that users generally download 

entertainment applications in order to amuse themselves. If the application brings 

joyfulness to users, they will accept and use it to a larger extent.  

 

Concerning control variables (i.e. age, marital status, education level, number of 

mobile phones and experience) the study conducted by Leong et al. (2013) indicated 

that there was no significant difference between user preferences within the category 

mobile entertainment. Mobile entertainment applications are thus used similarly by 

the majority of people. This means that designers can most likely make one usable 

interface and satisfy the greater part of users.  
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3.3 Evaluation methods within user experience  

UX evaluation methods differ from UEMs in that they are generally more subjective 

and focusing on how the user feels when using a designed system rather than efficiency 

and effectiveness. Hence, objective measurements such as logging or using 

stopwatches are not valid for UX evaluation methods. Instead users’ expectations and 

experiences are emphasized as central factors when conducting an UX evaluation 

(Roto et al. 2009). 

 

UX depends strongly on its context and the circumstances of the evaluation often 

determine how the experience is perceived. Therefore it is important to bear in mind 

how and when the evaluation is conducted and to acknowledge influencing factors. 

Roto et al. (2009) write that it is generally recommended to do UX evaluations in real 

life situations, because the results are then as close to reality as they can get.  

 

UX methods have been categorized in a few ways (Bevan 2009, Roto et al. 2011). The 

set of UX methods, provided by Roto et al. (2011), is extensive since they have collected 

UX methods for two years both from the industry and academia. One of the 

categorizations they have chosen to present is based on the time span the different 

evaluations requires. These are separated as follows:  

 

● Evaluating emotions: Short-term measurements focusing on reactions or 

expressions.    

● Evaluating an episode: Longer evaluations where samples often are collected. 

● Evaluating long-term UX: Exhaustive evaluations were self-reporting is used 

to get continuous evaluation data.   

 

3.3.1 Evaluating emotions 
Biometric and emotional measurements are frequently used to evaluate user 

experience. Data is usually collected using either observations of the user’s expressions 

or psychophysiological measurements. When observing the user’s expressions, the 

evaluator observes the users’ facial, vocal or body expressions. When using 

psychophysiological measurements, the users’ muscle, heart, pupil or skin reactions 

are measured with help of sensors (Roto et al. 2011). One of the drawbacks with 

emotion evaluation is that the measurements often require specific instruments. 

Another noticed drawback is that the users generally are alerted of what is measured 

since they need to attach a sensor or go through similar procedures. Observations 

require less equipment and are therefore easier to conduct. However, expressions are 

not as reliable when evaluated since the measurements rely heavily on the evaluators’ 

capability to correctly interpret the emotions.   

 

In a study conducted by Hasani et al. (2011) four behavioral factors: cognitive load, 

emotion, normalization and word repetition, were used to evaluate the user’s 

reactions and perceptions. Cognitive load refers to the mental demand a user needs to 
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complete a task. If the cognitive load is high the user’s speech is said to become delayed 

and less consistent. Emotion was studied in order to determine how the task made the 

user feel, and normalization was used to determine whether this was an effect of their 

initial mental state or the task itself. Last, word repetition was evaluated to identify 

which words were used repeatedly to find patterns of negative or positive responses. 

The indirect feedback inferred from vocal behavior provided the researchers with both 

subconscious information and a way to affirm the users’ answers. The study conducted 

by Hasani et al. (2011) is a representation of a normal emotion evaluation procedure.    

 

3.3.2 Evaluating an episode 
Evaluating an episode indicates that the user experience is evaluated after completing 

a certain task or usage during a limited amount of time (e.g. one day) (Roto et al. 2011). 

Some of the ways to evaluate an episode are: experience think aloud, interviews and 

day reconstruction.  

 

Experience think aloud is similar to the traditional think aloud method that is used in 

usability testing (See Section 2.4.5). However, the difference is that the experience 

think aloud emphasizes emotional comments. Interviews when evaluating UX are 

similar to interviews on usability but the questions asked concerns quality attributes 

based on UX (see Section 2.4.3). The day reconstruction method is a self-reporting 

evaluation method where the users are supposed to revive episodes of using the 

product in the previous day (Kahneman et al. 2004). This will eventually construct a 

diary consisting of a sequence of episodes. The users should describe each episode by 

answering questions about the experience and situation of using the product. This 

allows the users to use the product undisturbed in its natural settings. Nevertheless, it 

requires that the users have the motivation to report their daily usage. 

 

3.3.2 Evaluating long term UX 
When evaluating long-term UX, the evaluator wants to evaluate how the user’s 

experience the usage of the product and how the relationship evolves over a longer time 

(Kujala et al. 2011). This includes the starting point when the product is unfamiliar, 

with early learning and enthusiasm, to becoming a part of daily life. Kujala et al. mean 

that doing an evaluation on momentary UX is not reliable, since it cannot reflect real 

life usage and cannot predict a product’s success. This is also the reason why Kujala et 

al. mention the importance of evaluating long-term UX.  To evaluate long-term UX the 

users are tested during a longer period, usually a time period that varies from 5 weeks 

to a year. Thus, this method requires finding test-users that can participate long-term 

and sustain motivation in reporting throughout the whole study. Some of the 

techniques that is used to evaluate long-term UX are iScale and CORPUS (Roto et al. 

2011). 

 

iScale is a survey tool that measures how the user’s opinion had change over time by 

letting the test-user retrospectively recalling their longitudinal user experience and 
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then “sketch” a curve (Kujala et al. 2011). It is also a self-reporting method, where the 

user is responsible for reporting the user experience. CORPUS is a retrospective 

interview technique developed by von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff et al. (2006) and the 

user should reconstruct perceived changes in UX in the past 1 to 2 years. In order to 

also gain quantitative measures on how the well the UX was, the user should also rank 

several UX quality dimensions on a 10 point scale. 

3.4 Comparability between usability and user experience  

According to Bevan (2009) it is sometimes hard to separate usability and UX, but the 

main difference between the two concepts is which area, task performance or pleasure, 

is emphasized. Roto et al. (2009) say that usability evaluation methods are primarily 

used to improve human performance whereas UX evaluation methods usually aim to 

improve user satisfaction with focus on both hedonic and pragmatic qualities. If one 

approach is prioritized above the other, the focus of the development is expected to 

shift to either satisfaction or performance.  The term UX is occasionally used to cover 

both approaches mentioned. 

 

Bevan (2009) also states that the ISO definition of UX (2010) in regards of a person’s 

“perceptions and responses” is comparable to the ISO definition of usability (1998) 

concerning “satisfaction”.  

 

In conclusion, UX is said to be either:  

● An extension to usability in terms of the component “satisfaction”. 

● Different from usability in that the focus lies within perceptions rather than user 

performance. 

● A general, broader term for both subjective and objective measurements for a 

user’s responses and perceptions.  

3.5 Related work  

A wide range of studies has been done within usability within mobile applications. 

Hoehle and Venkatesh’s (2015) six usability constructs based on Apple’s guidelines for 

user experience. Zhang and Adipat’s (2009) report on the challenges of testing 

usability on mobile applications. Both of the studies were recently carried out and are 

describing usability within mobile applications from a general view. Hence, they were 

chosen as a basis for this thesis.  

 

However, this report is not exhaustive in every area as the literature within the field of 

mobile news/entertainment/social media is vast. Even though Leong et al. (2013) 

provide a generalized view of mobile entertainment, it is not extensive enough to draw 

adequate assumptions from. As a result, this report lacks when it comes to supportable 

studies conducted within more specific fields of mobile applications.  
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4 Method  

This section presents the selected methods used to conduct this study. First, the 

general approach of the study is presented. Thereafter, the conducted literature study 

is presented. Last, the process of defining the evaluation method and improvement 

suggestions is reviewed. 

4.1 General approach  

Initially, a literature study was conducted to gain knowledge within the field of 

usability, user experience and evaluation methods. With the sufficient knowledge 

gathered to compare the evaluation methods, the most appropriate evaluation method 

was selected. Thereafter, an evaluation was performed on Shownight’s mobile 

application to gather data within user experience. Based on the data gathered from the 

evaluation, suggestions on improvements of the mobile application were defined. 

 

In this study, an inductive research method was used, mainly in combination with a 

qualitative data collection. The qualitative data collection consisted of a few qualitative 

interviews given by possible end-users. When choosing a qualitative data collection, 

for instance interviews, a deeper understanding of the user experience and usability 

issues could be found. However, quantitative data was also collected when asking the 

possible end-users to perform different tasks and quantitative measures were gathered 

to build a foundation of what kind of interview questions should be asked. The results 

from the interview and performance measurement were the foundation for the thesis’ 

results. The order of this study’s processes resulted in an inductive research approach. 

4.2 Literature study  

To begin with, a literature study was conducted to acquire knowledge of usability and 

UX. Relevant literature was found in books and articles. There was a wide range of 

books and articles within this research area. In an early stage of the literature study, 

the books Designing Interactive Systems by Benyon (2010) and The design of 

everyday things by Norman (2002) were studied. This was done in order to gain 

fundamental knowledge of usability. Knowledge about UX was gained from relevant 

articles, e.g. the article by Leong et. al (2013) and the study conducted by Roto et al. 

(2010). Subsequently, the literature study focused on finding relevant articles on 

evaluation methods within usability and UX, both with the purpose of finding general 

categorizations and to find more specific information usable for this research.   

 

A number of databases were used to find articles and journals, including ACM, Scopus 

and IEEE. The process of the database search was initially to identify keywords that 

could be used as search terms (see Appendix B). After having determined the first set 

of keywords, iterations were made to find more appropriate terms. As the results of 

relevant articles increased, a number of articles were selected to be further analyzed. 

The analysis investigated how many times the articles had been cited and thus, how 
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recognized it was in the academic world. The search ended when enough relevant 

information was gathered to determine a suitable evaluation method in line with 

Shownight’s motive.  

4.3 Define evaluation method  

With the knowledge gained from the initial literature study, the evaluation method 

could be defined. The selected evaluation method consisted of semi-structured 

interviews in combination with performance measurements. The interview questions 

were also determined in this phase. The interview questions were based on the theory 

gained from the literature study and the company’s request. The performance 

measurements were based on findings from the evaluation methods and followed tried 

principles measuring the number of clicks and time taken completing a task. The 

evaluation method is further presented in Section 5.1. 

4.4 Define design improvements   

After the performed evaluation, a set of suggestion to improve the user experience of 

the mobile application could be defined. The suggestions on improvements were based 

on the data collected in the evaluation. Hence, when the data had been collected and 

the participants’ opinions had been noted, the answers were analyzed to see which were 

most recurrent and which comported with the findings from the literature study. If a 

problem was mentioned by two or more participants, these were considered more 

important to resolve and hence, defined a suggestion of improvement. The findings 

from the literature study provided a foundation to support the participants’ opinions. 

The bugs found in the application were also noted and provided with a suggestion of 

improvement, even if it was reported by one sole participant. The suggestions of 

improvements are further presented in Section 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Evaluation method  

In this section the selected evaluation method is reviewed. The purpose of this section 

is to present the selected evaluation method and why it is used above others in this 

study. The selection was based on theory gained from earlier sections. After the 
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evaluation method has been presented, the structure of the evaluation is reviewed. 

Then, a brief presentation of the recruited participants is given and it is followed by a 

presentation of issues with interviews. Last, the interview questions used in the 

evaluation are presented.  

5.1 Selection of evaluation method  

The evaluation method that was used in this study is evaluation of an episode, 

combining inquiry and testing. The selected inquiry method was interviews and the 

selected testing method was performance measurement. The evaluation approach was 

based on evidence, combining observation of users during an interactive session using 

the application, followed by post-test questionnaires and debriefing interviews to 

reflect on incidents or observations experienced during the interaction.  

 

Inquiry and testing were selected above other evaluation methods presented in Section 

2.4 and Section 3.3. These evaluation methods were primarily selected because 

Shownight wanted to improve the user experience in terms of the users’ perceptions of 

the mobile application. In a combined evaluation using inquiry and testing, both 

subjective and objective data could be collected from possible end-users. This would 

presumably increase the likeliness of finding issues that affected the users’ experiences. 

It is helpful to detect misunderstandings and misconceptions prior to the questioning 

since it provides an idea of what is important to focus the interview on and thus, make 

the interview more efficient.   

 

In addition, inquiry and testing were found to be best suitable for this study because 

they do not require a high technical knowledge or resources and are feasible within the 

time limitation. Required resources were an important factor that was taken into 

consideration when defining the evaluation method. More advanced tools could be 

hard to find and thereby hinder the progress of the evaluation. As a result, inspection 

evaluations were discarded since they required qualified experts in order to collect 

trustworthy data. Time limitation also affected the choice of evaluation method and is 

the reason why long-term UX evaluation methods, possibly requiring one year of 

research, were not selected. Similarly, simulation methods were discarded since they 

implicated a higher level of technological knowledge and understandings of simulation 

algorithms than could be obtained. 

 

Performance measurement was selected over the other testing methods as it allowed 

the tester to utilize the product undisturbed. Consequently, it was possible to examine 

the user without interference. This makes it more similar to a real-life experience, 

which is preferable when conducting performance measurement (Dey et al. 2001). 

Additionally, performance measurement was selected because it gives the evaluator a 

good first impression of the misunderstandings and misconceptions the user 

encounter.  The performance measurement was only used to get an idea of how the 
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users handled the applications and where problems arose, to later ask appropriate 

questions connected to the visible issues.   

 

Interviews were selected above other inquiry methods, such as focus groups, because 

it allows the researcher to gain in-depth understandings of a person’s opinions and 

experiences. Furthermore, the interviewer usually has more control over an interview 

and can thus, control the direction of topics more easily. Interviews were also regarded 

as a good complement to testing in the early stage that Shownight’s application was in 

since it made it possible to identify usability problems. Usability problems could be 

detected if the user had a bad experience and came with inputs and suggestions when 

the questions were asked.  

5.2 Interview methods  

In this study, a semi-structured interview was used. Semi-structured interviews were 

preferred in this thesis because the focus of the interview can to some extent be 

directed. Moreover, it allows for new discoveries and the participants are able to 

elaborate their thoughts. Semi-structured interviews were selected among the three 

common types of interviews: structured, semi-structured and unstructured (Dawson 

2009).  

 

Structured interviews are mostly used to gain quantitative data and will thus, not be 

described in this study. An unstructured interview is more seen as a guided 

conversation, where the participants express their thoughts freely on given topics 

(DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree 2006). However, unstructured interviews could make the 

interviewer unable to control that the topic will stay in a relevant research scope.  

  

In a semi-structured interview a set of predetermined open-ended questions are asked 

in a predetermined sequence. However, the interviewer is open for questions from the 

participants, and new questions will be part of the original interview sequence. Hence, 

a semi-structured interview gives the participant an opportunity to recall highlights 

and downsides of their experience. The participants can openly report observations of 

the design features and the reasons why they liked or disliked them. This allows for 

new discoveries or elaborations on information of importance to the participants and 

issues could be detected that were not noticed by the researcher earlier (Gill et al. 

2008).  

 
5.3 Interview structure  

The interview structure was in form of a combined structure of performance 

measurement and interview in a laboratory setting. This structure of the interview was 

selected because it enables both qualitative and quantitative data collection. 

Performing an evaluation with only interviews poses the risk of the data not being valid 
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(see further Section 5.1.4). Consequently, the collected data is predicted to be more 

valid and reliable when combining qualitative and quantitative data collection.  

 

The evaluation began with one evaluator giving the participant a brief presentation of 

the mobile application. The aim was to give the participant an understanding of the 

mobile application’s essentials and context. The interview involved two evaluators, 

where both operated as the interviewer. This reduced the chance of misinterpretation 

of the participants’ answers. In addition, two different mobile application 

environments were used: a mockup and a beta-version of the mobile application. The 

mockup was used in order to give the users a good overview of the complete application 

whereas the beta-version provided better functionality limited to fewer features. The 

two versions and their respective functionalities are shown in Figure 2. 

 

The interview began with a performance measurement where the evaluators gave the 

participant a task to complete. All tasks given were identical and given in the same 

order. The first two tasks were performed on the beta-version and required the users 

to interact with the mobile application’s main functions, which were not fully 

developed in the mockup. If the mockup had been tested before the beta-version, the 

user could have received inaccurate perceptions of how the mobile application worked. 

The final task was performed on the mockup-version. 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of the beta- and mockup-version 

 

The aim of the interview was to gain an objective view on how intuitive the design was 

and how well the participants could understand the interface. It would have been 

harder to go into depth if only letting the participants verbalize their thoughts as they 

use the mobile application. The measurement was based on how much time and in how 

many clicks the participants completed a task. The purpose of collecting data was to 
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detect issues and misconceptions within the application. Upon the completion of each 

task, a shorter semi-structured interview was held with questions varying based on the 

users’ performance during the testing evaluation. If there were any problems detected, 

the evaluator asked about what obstacles the participant encountered when completing 

the task and how it affected the user’s experience. If no problems were detected the 

questions focused on the overall experience and impressions. 

 

 

5.4.1 Participants 
In this study, five participants were recruited in Stockholm to perform an evaluation 

of Shownight’s mobile application. The selected participants consisted of 2 females and 

3 males, in the ages 22-29 years. The majority of the participants were students in 

different fields. 

 

Based on Shownight’s prior study, where the company conducted a large-scale survey 

with 138 participants, a trend between the age distribution and the frequency of usage 

could be seen (see Appendix C). According to the previous study, the mobile 

application was predicted to be used similarly by all user groups evaluated. However, 

the previous study focused on participants in the ages 21-25 and 26-30, together 

representing 61% of all participants. Frequency of usage was not possible to estimate 

within the groups 16-20 years or above 41 years due to the low number of participants. 

In order to be cohesive with the prior study and guidelines from Shownight, 

participants were selected within the ages 21-30. 

 

Leong et al. (2013) state that control variables (i.e. age, marital status, education level 

etc.) showed no significant difference between user preferences within the category 

mobile entertainment (see Section 3.2). This statement was taken into account prior to 

selecting participants but had no implications in the actual selection. The participants 

were instead selected based on two factors: diversity and how well they knew the 

interviewers.  

 

Diversity was an important control variable because the mobile application was 

predicted to be used by a wide range of people with different backgrounds, occupations 

and interests. Therefore, the participants were selected based on variations of gender, 

current occupation and interests. The proportion of females and males was selected as 

close to equal as could be. Concerning occupations the participants were selected based 

on differences in field of expertise. Two of the participants studied Information 

Technology but within different areas, computer technology and human-computer 

interactions, and were selected because they presumed to make assessments from a 

more technical point of view. One participant studied Art and was predicted to make 

assessments from a more aesthetical standpoint. The two remaining participants, one 

studying Real Estate Economics and one working as Market Operation Specialist at 
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Nasdaq, were selected because they were thought to give other perspectives on the 

application.  

 

A variety of interest was also regarded as important in terms of diversity as the given 

answers and opinions could be affected of the participants’ preconceptions. Therefore, 

the participants had to mention how much time they spent on social media, reading 

celebrity news and how interested they were in attending events. Attending events 

included both a general interest for music and stand-up and the degree to which they 

presently attended events. As Shownight aim to attract both users currently using 

similar applications and novice users, the participants were selected so that both 

groups were represented.      

 

The second factor, how well the participants knew the interviewers, was important in 

order to make the interviews less biased. The participants were thus selected only if 

they were considered to be acquainted or less familiar to the interviewers.  

 

Nielsen (2002), being one of the most trustworthy sources in the usability field, 

suggests that five qualitative usability tests is a reasonable number. He claims that 

elaborate usability tests are a waste of resources, due to the fact that usually after the 

fifth user no new findings will be provided. In this thesis there was also a time 

limitation restricting the number of participants. Hence, it was decided not to conduct 

more than five tests.  

 

5.4.2 Issues with interviews 
One common issue with interviews is that the participants easily could get affected by 

the interviewer and thus gives biased responses. Therefore, the interviewer has a 

responsibility to stay unbiased and should not, under any circumstances, interfere and 

affect the participant’s answers (Kvale 2007). This includes formulating questions in a 

way that cannot give the participants any preconceptions. In addition, the interviewer 

needs to stay neutral as the participants could be affect if interviewer shows a strong 

reaction when they agree or disagree with the interviewer’s opinion.  

 

Another issue with having interviews as research approach is to judge the validity of 

the data (see also Section 1.8) (Vine 2011). Harper (2012) mentions that the 

participants sometimes do not have clear knowledge of their emotional state. If the 

researcher assumes that the participants have clear knowledge of their emotional state 

without reassurance, the gathered data from the interviews could be unreliable. 

Another issue that arises when interviewing, is that the researcher generally assumes 

that the participants are communicating sincerely to the researcher. It is possible that 

the participants unconsciously give false account. The participant could then massage 

the truth to deceive themselves or others, often in a social setting. For instance, in a 

situation when the participants do not want to burden the interviewer or want to close 
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off an area of questioning. This happens when the participants feel uncomfortable 

answering to certain questions.  

 

Sears and Jacko (2007) state that there are additional problems with reliability in 

regards of selecting evaluators. Often the test results differ depending on which 

evaluator is analyzing the test session as their individual interpretation of the 

participants’ answers is distinct. Hertzum and Jacobsen (2001) describe this as the 

evaluator effect and recommend that multiple independent evaluators should be used 

in order to get more reliable results. The evaluator effect can be caused by problems 

such as system complexity, evaluator experience and assessments of problem. Even 

though the usability and UX communities are aware of the evaluator effect, there have 

not been any methods found to alleviate the problems. However, a wide variation of 

results when changing evaluators does not necessarily mean that the test uncovers a 

higher number of problems, but rather that different problems could be found (Sears 

& Jacko 2007). 

 

5.4.3 Interview questions 
The interview questions were categorized in four question sets. Before the three first 

question sets, the participant performed a predetermined task. The last set of questions 

was more general and addressed the overall design and impression of the mobile 

application. The tasks were based on real activities that would be performed if the 

mobile application was used and demonstrated some of the principle features of 

Shownight’s application. The tasks were the following: 

 

1. Follow 3 celebrities and read a news article in each profile. 

2. Read through 8 news articles in your news feed and save an article to your 

personal magazine. 

3. Look over your personal information and open your personal magazine. 

 

The questions were based on the UX and usability qualities that were found in the 

literature study, for instance the six constructs presented in Section 2.2 and UX 

attributes presented in Section 3.1. The tasks and questions, including the motivation 

behind each question, are shown in Table 2-5.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Interview questions related to task 1. 

Use the Beta-version 
Task 1. Follow 3 celebrities and read a news article in each profile 

 

Q1 What problems did you encounter during the task? 
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Motivation Q1: To find out what problems the user experienced and how intuitive the design was 

 

 

Q2 
Was there any design features that were misleading or reduced the enjoyment of using 

the application? 
Motivation Q2: To find out if the interface graphics was effectively designed 

Q3 

 

What are your opinions on the visual presentation of the celebrities? E.g. the picture 

sizes are different. 
Motivation Q3: To find out if the interface graphics was effectively designed and structured 

Q4 
 

How would you like to have the celebrities presented if the list of celebrities was longer? 
Motivation Q4: To find out how the interface structure could be designed in future releases 

 

Table 3. Interview questions related to task 2. 

Use the Beta-version 

Task 2. Read through 8 news articles in your newsfeed and save an article to your personal magazine 

 

Q5 What problems did you encounter during the task? 
Motivation Q5: To find out how the user understood the user interface structure and how intuitive 

the design was 

 

Q6 What are your opinions on the visualization of the long news articles? 

Motivation Q6: To find out how the user perceives that the content was effectively presented 

 

Q7 What are your opinions on the visualization of the short news articles? 

Motivation Q7: To find out how the user perceives that the content was effectively presented 

Change to mockup-version 

 

Q8 What function do you think the “play my city” button has? 

Motivation Q8: To find out how well the iconography represents function intuitively 

 

 

 

 

Q9 
After receiving an explanation and reviewed the “play my city” button, what are 

your opinion on the button, the content shown and its functionality? 
Motivation Q9: To find out how well the user perceives the button serves its purpose and how 

effectively the iconography represents the function 

 
Table 4. Interview questions related to task 3. 

Use the mockup-version 
Task 3. Edit your personal information 

 

Q10 What problems did you encounter during the task? 
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Motivation Q10: To find out what problems the user experienced and how intuitive the design was 

Q11 How would you improve the personal information? 
Motivation Q11: To find out how the user would prefer to have the interface structure of the personal 

information designed 

 

Q12 How would you improve the personal magazine? 
Motivation Q12:To find out how the user would prefer to have the interface structure of the personal 

magazine designed 

Q13 What do you think about the structure of the menu? 

Motivation Q13: To find out how well the mobile application is designed 

 

Table 5. Interview questions related to general opinions.  

General questions 

 

 

Q14 
What qualities of the application do you find pleasing? (aesthetically or 

functionality) 
Motivation Q14: To find out how well the application design is perceived aesthetically and 

functionality 

 

Q15 Was there anything that affected the pleasure? (aesthetically or functionality) 

Motivation Q15: To find out what elements in the application design are less pleasing 

 

Q16 To what degree do you think that the mobile application serves it purpose well?  
Motivation Q16: To find out how the user perceives that the mobile application serves its purpose 

well 

 

Q17 How easy did you find it to use this application? 

Motivation Q17: To find out how easy the user perceives that the mobile application was to use 

 

Q18 If you had to remove one function, which one would it be? Why?  
Motivation Q18: To find out if which function the user thinks is less important  
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6 Results   

This section presents the results from the conducted evaluation. First, the data 

gathered from the interviews is presented within the respective task. Second, general 

opinions are presented. The performance measurements and complete responses can 

be found in Appendix D.  

6.1 Task 1: Follow celebrities  

The task “follow three celebrities and read a news article in each profile” was 

successfully executed by all participants. However, the time and number of clicks 

required indicated that the majority found the task troublesome. Two of the 

participants described the missing search button in the beta-version as the main issue 

for the difficulty of execution (see Figure 3). Other problems that were indicated as 

misleading were the star icon used to follow celebrities, the sorting of the list of 

celebrities and the swipe functionality. The swipe functionality was said to be 

problematic because the grid list and search view did not refresh when changing 

between the views. The swipe functionality was also problematic because it was only 

possible to swipe in the main menu and not in the celebrities’ menu.  

 

The greater part of the participants thought that the varying picture sizes was an asset 

and described it as dynamic and stylish (see Figure 3). However, the reason behind the 

varying picture sizes could influence their opinions. If the bigger pictures showed a 

celebrity based on personal interest, it was considered better than if it showed 

celebrities that Shownight wanted to highlight. Another design issue that was brought 

up was that sizing of the pictures should be optimized for any mobile device. One 

participant noticed that the screen could not show exactly three sets of pictures 

simultaneously, which affected the aesthetics of the grid list and search view (see 

Figure 3).  

 

If the list of celebrities was more extensive, most of the participants thought that the 

list needed to be structured differently. One participant suggested that there could be 

a shorter list similar to the current one that categorized celebrities into different 

themes and categories. Two of the suggestions of categories were “top 10 celebrities” 

or “weekly hits”. It was also suggested to include an alphabetic list on the side to make 

the application easier to scroll through. Last, one participant proposed that a filter 

function could be benefiting within the celebrity view as it gives the user the option to 

select the view more systematically.    
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Figure 3. Search view in beta-version 

6.2 Task 2: News feed   

Task number 2 “Read through 8 news articles in your news feed and save an article to 

your personal magazine” was completed without any problems by two of the 

participants. However, there were some misunderstandings encountered by the other 

three participants. The main problem identified was that the “heart” button was not 

initially perceived as used to save articles, but rather as a button to show that you liked 

the article (see Figure 4).  One participant said that a way to resolve this problem could 

be to change the “heart” button to a “download” button. 

 

Another problem identified was that there was not always relevant information shown 

in the news feed. This resulted in that one participant had an article in Spanish with a 

commercial picture taken from the site. Afterwards, the participant mentioned that it 

should be possible to enter which languages the articles should be in. Two additional 

problems mentioned were that there was no visual way to get back to the top of the 

newsfeed again without scrolling the way up and that the “share” button remained 

pressed even after choosing not to share an article.     
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Figure 4. News feed with long and short article 

 

6.2.1 Articles 
Concerning the longer articles in the news feed, the participants primarily mentioned 

the delimitation and redirection as unclear (see Figure 4). The three dots showing that 

the article continued were not noticed in most cases. Consequently, did some of the 

participants not realize that they could be redirected to the original source and view 

the whole article. It was suggested that the three dots could be replaced by a link to the 

article or illustrated with part 1/2. The redirection to the original source was described 

as good although it could be clearer visualized. Another aspect that was emphasized 

was that multiple articles discussing the same topic could be shown in the same view. 

This was highlighted as the information would be easier to look through if it was topic-

base. Last, there were some thoughts concerning the design. One participant thought 

that the layout of the longer articles looked compressed and that there should be a 

heading above the images. Another participant implied a dislike of the size the images 

had. The dislike was both due to that the image size changed depending on the article 

and that the images took up a lot of space. 

 

The shorter articles in the news feed were scrolled through rapidly and considered 

boring or empty by all participants (see Figure 4). Everyone recognized the information 

as a Twitter update, but two participants thought that other users without Twitter 

experience would not know why the article was short or where it came from. Some 

suggestions that were given to improve this were to include the name of the source, 

Twitter logo, and have the text in the same color as Twitter has or include the celebrity’s 

twitter account name. In order to reduce the empty space the participants proposed 

that there could be a graphical attribute used in combination with the short article. The 

proposed suggestions were having a frame to encapsulate the text within, show 

multiple short articles in one view, enlarge the text or place the text lower in the screen. 
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Another participant suggested that the “share” and “heart” button could be placed 

higher up to make the connection more intuitive.      

 

6.2.2 Play my city 

The “play my city” button was primarily interpreted in two ways, either as a request to 

make celebrities play in the user’s local area or as a way to find out which celebrities 

where coming to the user’s city (see Figure 4). Even though most of the participants 

guessed the buttons functionality correctly many of them thought that the name was 

unclear. When pressed, the button changed name to “view petition” and this was also 

confusing for most participants (see Figure 5). This was confusing because the button 

remained in the same spot and with the same styling. Furthermore, no feedback was 

given to the user that a change had been made. 

 

Two of the participants expressed that they did not understand the terminology. Also 

the majority of the participants missed that it was possible to press the button twice to 

enter a map view where requested celebrities were shown. The double-click was later 

mentioned as something good since it gave the user an opportunity to request an artist 

without looking at what other users wanted. The term “play my city” was suggested to 

be renamed to either “come to my city” or “play in my city”. The term “view petition” 

was suggested to be renamed to “participants” or “liked in my city” to make the 

message more clear. It was implied that making the name longer or highlight the 

expression with a color could be good because it was an important feature of the 

application. 

 

 
Figure 5. News feed with “view petition” button 
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Figure 6. Map view of requested celebrities  

 

The map view of requested celebrities was overall perceived as well (see Figure 6). The 

page could however be more polished and include a heading and a short 

description of the page. In addition, it was difficult to see a connection between the 

lines “your request has been sent” and “play my city” as they were separated on two 

different pages. It was also said to be advantageous by one participant to be able to 

show interest in an entertainer anonymously. Anonymity would allow the user to 

request entertainers without showing your friends you want to see.  

6.3 Task 3: Personal information and magazine 

Task number 3 “Look over your personal information and open your personal 

magazine” aimed to find out how well the personal information and magazine were 

visualized in the application. Two out of five participants could not complete the task. 

Even though most of the participants completed the task, all of the participants 

complained about the structure of the personal information and magazine (see Figure 

C.8). The first misconception was that the personal information and magazine were 

visualized with a bookmark on the menu (see Figure 5). The bookmark was not 

perceived as intuitive regardless if it was used to show personal information or 

personal magazine. Four participants suggested using a generic “profile” icon to make 

it more obvious that it was the user’s information. Another suggestion was to change 

the “bookmark” icon to a “cog” icon to show that the user can change the configuration. 

In order to show the personal magazine more effectively, it was instead suggested to 

use the same button as when the article was saved. In this case, it would be to use the 

same “heart” button in the articles (see Section 5). This was said to make the 

connection more apparent. An additional suggestion was to make a combined 

Icon of the generic “profile” icon and the “bookmark” icon.  
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The criticism for the personal information was that it was not intuitive that the circle 

with the initials SC (hard coded in the mockup-version) was the button to press for 

personal information (see Figure 7). Two of the participants meant that if the circle 

contained their own initials, it might have been easier to understand. It was also 

suggested to replace the initials with a profile picture that the user could upload to the 

application. If no picture was uploaded, the initials could be replaced with a generic 

“profile” icon. The “save” button in the edit profile menu could be replaced with an 

“edit” button, which changes to “save” when a change has been done.  

 

The criticism of the personal magazine was mainly about how the personal magazine 

was not visualized properly. The participants did not understand why there was text in 

the bottom of the screen (see Figure 7). Two participants proposed that the two 

functions should be separated meanwhile the rest of the participant wanted a more 

clearly shown delimitation between the personal information and magazine. Moreover, 

it was said to be important that the saved articles could be retrieved easily. The 

importance of ease of retrieval referred to when the number of articles was high and 

flipping through the personal magazine to find old articles would take too long time. A 

suggestion to improve the retrieval was to have the articles in the magazine visualized 

in a list or have the articles categorized. One participant stated that it would be good to 

have some way to see the number of articles saved in the personal magazine. Two 

participants mentioned the importance of having the same format of the articles in the 

personal magazine as in the news feed, in order to have consistency.  

 

 
Figure 7. Personal information 
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6.4 General opinions   

In this section of questions, the focus was on the general design and perceptions of the 

usage. Overall, the structure of the menu was good. Besides the earlier comments of 

separating the personal information and magazine, comments were made regarding 

the iconography. The list of subscribed celebrities, visualized with a “grid view” icon, 

was not perceived as intuitively. It was said to be better represented by using the same 

“star” button in the search view (see Figure 3). One participant suggested that the grid 

view with subscribed celebrities and search view could be combined. This was due to 

the fact that the two views were so similar in the interface design, that it would be 

favorable to combine them. The menu within the grid view used Entertainers and 

People as options (see Figure 8).  Two of the participants found it misleading to use 

these terms, because entertainers are people. Suggestions on replacements for people 

were circle or friends and entertainers could be renamed to subscribed. 

 

All of the participants had different opinions on what qualities were pleasing and 

displeasing in the mobile application. Three of the participants thought that the 

visualization of the celebrities in the grid view was aesthetical pleasing (see Figure 3). 

However, they also claimed that the functionality could be troublesome if the list was 

too long. Three participants mentioned that the flip function used in the news feed was 

good. Two participants stated that the event calendar was the most preferred feature 

in this mobile application. However, there were disagreements between the 

participants on the aesthetical features of the event calendar. Some of the participants 

expressed disappointment over that the events were visualized in a list (see Figure 9). 

They stated that they had expected a calendar view and meant that it would have been 

a more creative way to visualize the events. Three of the participants mentioned that 

the mobile application lacked of the function of being able of filter the search list. 

 

Overall, the participants thought that the mobile application was easy to use and it 

served its purpose well. Most of the participants said that it was hard to understand all 

the functionalities in the mobile application in the beginning. However, all of them 

agreed that if they had more time to interact with the mobile application, they would 

probably find it easy to use. To enhance the purpose of the mobile application, some 

functions could be improved. One participant meant that it has to be more obvious that 

a user can request a celebrity. Moreover, it was not possible to tell who the request was 

sent to as neither the company’s logo or name was not shown anywhere in the mobile 

application. One participant also said that the application would be even better if it was 

available on tablets and it was possible to save articles and read them when being 

offline.  
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Figure 8. Search view in mock-up version 

 

 
Figure 9. Event list 

 

The answers varied in the question where the participants were asked to select one 

function to remove. Two participants said that they would probably remove the 

personal magazine, because the function was seen as the least useful. One of the 

participants selected to remove the “Play my city” function as it was perceived as the 

least likeable function. Another participant did not select any function to be removed 

and meant that all of the functions were necessary. The last participant said that 

instead of removing a function, the grid view and the search view could be a joint 

function.  
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7 Solutions and design improvements  

This section presents the defined solutions and design improvements for the mobile 

application. The design improvements are based on the data gathered from the 

evaluation and are presented within each function of the mobile application, including 

motivations for each suggestion. The suggestions presented will include both user 

experience and usability perspectives. Last, a summary of all the suggestions of design 

improvement can be reviewed.  

7.1 General 

The three tasks carried out all indicated that there were issues concerning 

misconceptions and misunderstandings within the application. The general issues 

detected, concerning two or more functions, are described in this section while other 

issues are further described within their respective function (see section 6.2-6.6). 

Throughout the evaluation, most of the participants reacted over how limited the 

application was in terms of personalization. This concerned primarily the grid and 

search view, where there was no option to filter celebrities according to attributes the 

user was interested in and thus, make more effective searches. According to Nielsen’s 

(1995) heuristics, it is important that the user should be able to adjust the system to 

his/her preferences to find the system usable. By implementing filter function such as 

type of celebrity, genre, gender, country, the user can personalize the mobile 

application.  

To reduce the confusion of the different features at an early stage, this thesis suggests 

implementing an optional guide that highlights important features upon installation. 

This is based on the high rate of responses in Q17, where several participants 

expressed an initial difficulty to understand the mobile application.  

7.2 News feed  

The news feed was overall perceived as satisfying, although it had a number of 

shortcomings in terms of relevance, iconography and structure. Since the articles were 

fetched without taking into consideration what content could be on the original page 

besides the article, irrelevant information was occasionally shown. In order improve 

the perceived usefulness described by Leong et al. (2013) the content on the pages 

needs to be further analyzed before fetching to avoid including images or content 

unrelated to the article. In addition, the language of the site needs to be analyzed and 

categorized to make the articles pleasing and useful.    

 

Another area of misconceptions was the iconography used in the news feed. The “heart” 

button was initially misleading as the participants did not understand its purpose. This 

was a problem regarding the interface design described by Hoehle and Venkatesh 

(2015) and could be solved by replacing the heart with a “save” or “download” button. 
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The “play my city”, and when pressed once “view petition”, buttons could also be 

rename to better describe their functions and increase the comprehension. As “Play my 

city” is expressed to be one of the main functions of Shownight’s application, Kangas 

and Kinnunen (2005) state that it should grab the user’s attention and be easy to find. 

This could be improved by giving the button at least the same size in height as the 

buttons next to it. The indication that a double-click on the “play my city” button make 

the user enter a map view could also be more apparent. The “play my city” button 

should both provide more feedback and have a clearer connection to the line “request 

has been sent” shown when entering the map view. Norman (2002), Nielsen (1995) 

and Shneiderman (1987) all mention lack of feedback as a critical issue. In addition, 

there was no option to cancel the request which could cause problems for Shownight 

because the number of requests might be higher than the number of people interested, 

as well as for the users who might feel out of control. This contradicts both 

Shneiderman’s (1987) usability rule to permit easy reversal of actions and support 

internal locus of control.   

 

Also, one participant reported that the “share” button was visually pressed even if an 

article was not shared. To efficiently meet Hoehle and Venkatesh’s (2015) construct 

concerning user interface output, the feedback given by changing the color of an icon 

should always indicate that a change has been made. If this is not the case, a bug has 

been detected and should be corrected. Hence, the “share” button is suggested to only 

be visually pressed if an action was carried out.   

 

The presentation of articles also caused misunderstandings, mainly concerning the 

redirection and presentation of the original source. The source was considered a vital 

part for both long and short articles and should therefore always be included. In the 

longer articles the option to be redirected and continue reading the article could have 

been more apparent. Similarly, the option to go to an entertainer’s profile could have 

been clearer. Both Norman (2002) and Nielsen (1995) states the visual representation 

of each action should be clear in order to satisfy the users need concerning usability. 

This thesis suggests replacing the three dots representing continuation in the article to 

“part 1/2" and the source of the article to be placed next to the name of the entertainer. 

To visualize the redirection to the entertainer’s profile, the name is suggested to be in 

a darker color in contrast to the source of the article. In the shorter articles all 

participants felt a lack of graphical elements that made them excited about reading the 

article. Hoehle and Venkatesh (2015) emphasize the importance of good interface 

design and Leong et al. (2013) argue that perceived enjoyment is vital to sustain the 

users’ interest; therefore the representation of the shorter articles is suggested to 

include a graphical attribute. If no suitable graphical attribute is found, the logo of the 

original source should be used.  
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7.3 Grid 

The evaluation implied that most of the participant thought that a grid view with 

pictures in different sizes was aesthetically pleasing and dynamic. At the same, the 

participants were suspicious of the usage as they did not know why some celebrities 

had bigger pictures than others. Consequently, the proposed suggestion of 

improvement is that a grid view with different picture sizes only should be 

implemented if it is based on the user’s preferences. As a result, the pictures should all 

be of the same size initially before the users data has been collected and analyzed. 

 

Another implication being made was that the submenu in the grid view was poorly 

termed. There were two options to choose from: entertainers and people. As 

entertainers are people the participants found the terms inappropriate to use as 

headings. To improve the application in terms of visibility and maintaining the 

consistency, mentioned by Norman (2002) and Nielsen (1995), the heading should be 

changed. This thesis suggest to keep the term ”entertainers”, as Shownight uses the 

term frequently, and “people” is to be replaced by “friends”. 

7.4 Search function 

Based on the data from the evaluation, it was evident that a search bar was important 

to include in the search view. Most of the participants expected a search function when 

they saw the “search” icon in the menu. The lack of this function in the beta-version 

affected the perceived usefulness of the mobile application. Perceived usefulness is 

according to Leong et al. (2013) one of the essential factors in mobile entertainment. 

In order to improve the user experience a search bar should therefore be implemented.  

Moreover, the images of celebrities were not optimized for the mobile device used, 

something one participant noticed and criticized. To enhance the perceived enjoyment 

and aesthetics, the pictures in the grid and search view should fit the screen of every 

mobile device.  

 

To further develop the search view, it is suggested to replace the grid list of celebrities 

to grid list with categories with different themes. Several participants mentioned that 

they probably would not scroll through the whole list, and that a number of categories 

would be helpful to more easily find what they were looking for. The participant 

suggested having categories such as: “top 10 celebrities” and “weekly hits”, which 

updates occasionally. The grid list is presumed to be perceived more useful for the user 

if it can help the user explore new entertainers.  

7.5 Event calendar 

The current event calendar mainly received positive reactions by the participants. 

However, two participants argued that there should be an option to view the event 

calendar as a calendar and not only as a list. The option to view the events in a calendar 

would not only be enhancing the functionality and provide the users with a better 
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overview but also make the calendar icon in the main menu more suitable to use. 

Therefore, this thesis suggests that a calendar view should be implemented as 

complement to the existing list view. The calendar should use color dots as graphical 

elements to separate local shows and shows with entertainers to which the user have 

subscribed.  

 

To further develop the calendar there could be more dots in different colors indicating 

which type of entertainer will be performing and an option to select a calendar view 

showing events in cities of interest outside your local area. There could also be an 

option to export the calendar in future releases. 

7.6 Personal information and magazine 

The view of personal information and magazine was heavily criticized by all 

participants in the evaluation because of the lack of both visibility and recognition 

described by Norman (2002), Nielsen (1995) and Shneiderman (1987). The view lacks 

in visibility as the functionalities are not clear and in recognition as the features are not 

recognizable making the user need to remember where each feature is and what it does. 

First, the “bookmark” icon in the head menu should be replaced to better indicate the 

view of personal information and magazine. This is accomplished using a “profile” 

icon. Second, the view of the personal information and magazine should have a more 

defined delimitation to show that they are two separate features. A suggestion of 

improvement is to remove the text and instead provide a button without a border with 

the “bookmark” icon and the text “magazine” that takes the users to their magazines. 

The reason why the button should not have a border is because the majority of the 

buttons in the application are borderless and it would coincide with Norman’s (2002), 

Nielsen’s (1995) and Shneiderman’s (1987) principle concerning consistency. Last, the 

personal information should be visualized more intuitively as two out of five 

participants failed to reach the view of personal information. A proposal is to change 

the users’ initials in the circle to generic profile pictures which could be replaced by the 

users’ own profile pictures. Within the new circle there could be an “edit” icon 

indicating that when pressed the personal information and picture could be edited.  

 

Within the personal magazine view three participants stated that it would be good to 

have the articles visualized as a list instead of using the flip function. This would be less 

consistent but the application would be perceived as more useful coinciding with the 

study conducted by Leong et al. (2013). By visualizing the articles in a list the user does 

not need to flip through every article in order to view one that was previously saved. 

This will save time and make it easier to find the right information.   
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7.7 Suggestions of improvements 

 
General  

 Personalization with categories and filters 

 Guide that highlights important features upon installation 
 
News feed  

 More thorough analysis of the original source to fetch only relevant data  
o Images, content and language should be understandable 

 Change of the “heart” button to a “save” button  

 Play my city  
o Enlarge the text size of “Play my city”  
o Rename the button “View petition”  
o Provide feedback when a request has been sent    

 Articles 
o Clearer visualization of original source 
o More apparent redirection to entertainers profiles 
o More apparent redirection to the original source 
o Graphical visualization on shorter articles  

 View refreshment when pressing “Home” button. 

 View refreshment when returning to the “Grid” view. 
 
Grid view 

 Rename of heading: entertainers and people to entertainers and friends 

 Optimization of the images to fit every mobile device 
 
Search function  

 Implementation of search bar 

 Bigger images only if the image size is based on the user’s preferences  

 Optimization of the images to fit every mobile device 

 Categories to filter different entertainers (artists, comedians, popularity etc.)  
 
Event calendar  

 List and calendar 
o Color dots in the calendar to separate different types of shows 
o Graphical attribute to indicate which shows the user is attending 

 
Personal information and magazine 

 More defined delimitation between personal information and magazine 
o Generic profile picture which can be changed to own image 
o A button with a “bookmark” icon and the text “magazine” used to enter 

the user’s personal magazine 

 List view for the personal magazine 
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8 Discussion  

This Section discusses the results of this study. First, the limitations of the study and 

their possible effects on the results are presented. Second, quality assurance is 

discussed. 

8.1 Limitations of the study 

A palpable limitation of this study was that the evaluation was performed in two 

different mobile application environments: the beta-version and the mockup-version. 

The beta-version had the correct functionality, but only a few of the application’s 

features were implemented. The mockup-version was therefore used to complement 

the beta-version and give the user an overview of the complete application. This 

limitation could have an impact on the result. For instance, some issues found in the 

mockup-version were due to the limitation of the environment rather than actual 

functionality issues. In addition, some functionality was not possible to evaluate and 

could be problematic for future releases. Therefore, to be able to conduct an exhaustive 

evaluation, a complete version of the mobile application needs be implemented and 

evaluated. 

 

Another factor that could have affected the result is that this study did not take the 

mobile context into consideration. In this study, the evaluation was performed in a 

laboratory setting. In the evaluation all participants were sitting down with the 

evaluators observing. This setting might expose the participant to a situation which 

differs from their usual usage. This laboratory setting does not allow the participants 

to find all the issues that they would in a real-life situation using the mobile application.  

 

Another limitation was that none of the evaluations were performed on the 

participants’ own mobile device. Instead, the evaluations were performed on a 

predetermined mobile device. This can affect the user experience if the participants are 

not comfortable with the selected mobile device. This could especially be problematic 

if the participants usually use mobile devices with other operating systems or different 

screen sizes. 

8.2 Quality assurance 

To reduce the evaluator effect, both evaluators were responsible for documenting the 

answers during the evaluation. This reduces the likelihood of misinterpretation of the 

participants’ answers but does not exclude that misinterpretations could have been 

made.  

 

Moreover, the analysis of data by selecting only to suggest improvements for the 

problems found by multiple participants contributed to quality assurance in that one 

single person could not affect the results. This excluded when a participant found a bug 
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in the system because a bug was considered a problem that should be fixed regardless 

if others were unaware of it.  

 

None of the authors of this thesis had involvement in Shownight’s business or the 

development of the mobile application. This reduces the risk of biased interpretations 

of the results. 

8.3 Shortcomings in the study 

The principal shortcoming in this study was the insufficient representation of 

participants. Prior to the study, a more thorough analysis of Shownight’s intended 

target group should have been made. The evaluation that was conducted might not find 

all the drawbacks in the application, due to the narrow representation of potential 

users.  

In this study, the selected participants were in the ages 21-29 and the majority was 

students. Even though they studied in different fields and had different genders and 

interests, they still cover a small part of the users Shownight wants to attract. 

To improve the selection of participants, more aspects should have been taken into 

consideration. First, the age range should not have depended on Shownight’s prior 

study. Instead, the target group should have been based on the ages of all intended 

users. Second, a more thorough analysis of the participants’ interests concerning 

mobile entertainment, such as following celebrities and showing interest in upcoming 

events, should have been taken into consideration. Last, the evaluation should have 

been performed on the participants’ own mobile devices to reduce the negative impact 

of unfamiliarity with the operating system or size of mobile device.  
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9 Conclusions and future work   

This section presents the conclusions for this thesis and suggestions for future work. 

9.1 Conclusions 

This thesis presents design suggestions to improve Shownight’s mobile application in 

terms of user experience. The expectation of implementing these design improvements 

is that the design becomes more intuitive and easy to use and thus, increases the user 

experience. Eventually, the company is presumed to more effectively sustain the usage 

and reach out to their targeted customers. On a larger scale, this thesis could contribute 

to further development of user experience within mobile entertainment.  

 

The drawbacks in this study were mostly due to the hinder of using two versions of the 

mobile application and the mobile context. The drawback with having two versions of 

the mobile application poses a risk of both finding non-existent issues and missing 

existing ones. Consequently, this could result in some inaccurate design improvements 

suggested in this thesis. The drawback of not being able to include the mobile context 

is that the user cannot find all the user experience issues that would arise in a real-life 

usage. To further develop the mobile application with these limitations in 

consideration, suggestions for future work is presented in Section 8.1 

 

The defined design improvements were based on theories and concepts gathered from 

the literature study and the data from the evaluation. To increase the reliability, the 

selected evaluation method combined testing and inquiry, which allowed this study to 

collect both quantitative and qualitative data. To increase the validity, both evaluators 

were responsible for documenting answers during the evaluation. Thus, the risk of 

misinterpretation of the participants’ answers was reduced and the collected data is 

considered to be both valid and reliable. 

8.1 Suggestions for Future work 

To conduct an exhaustive evaluation, a complete version of the mobile application 

needs be implemented and evaluated. This enables a more thorough evaluation 

without having the hinder of using two versions of mobile environments. With a 

complete mobile application, an evaluation can also be conducted in a more natural 

setting, such as field research. In this type of setting, the mobile context can be taken 

into consideration. 

 

When testing usability and UX, interfaces and functions need to constantly be reviewed 

and tested in order to meet the users’ needs and wishes. The feedback indicates 

whether the developed design improvements give the desired results or if the design 

improvements have to be modified. Therefore, to get a thorough evaluation of 

Shownight’s mobile application, the application should be redesigned according to the 

design improvements given in this thesis. Thereafter, an additional evaluation should 
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be conducted to get feedback on whether the design improvements have improved the 

user experience.  

 

In this study, the participants were selected based on Shownight’s prior study. The 

prior study was conducted with over 60% of its participants in the ages from 21-30; to 

collect data cohesive with the prior study, this thesis focused on the same target group. 

However, if Shownight consider people in the ages below 20 and above 30 as part of 

their target group, a more thorough evaluation needs to be conducted.  
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Appendix A: Usability rules comparison 

Table A.1. Usability rules according to Norman (2002), Nielsen (1995) and 
Shneiderman (1987)  

Rule Norman Nielsen Shneiderman Definition 

1 Visibility Visibility of 
system status  

The visual representation of each action should be 
clear. 

2 Constraints   
The number of actions that are possible to do with 

the design should be limited. 

3 Affordances   
The properties of a thing (actual and perceived) 
should provide people with an understanding of 

how it should be used. 

4 Natural 
mappings 

Match between 
system and the 

real world 
 

The relationship between a thing and real world 
perceptions should be considered. 

5 Feedback 

Help users 
recognize, 

diagnose, and 
recover from 

error 

Offer 
informative 

feedback 

The response that follows an action should be 
helpful and informative. 

6 Consistency Consistency 
and standard 

Strive for 
consistency 

The system should be consequent concerning 
options, layout and wording. 

7  
User control 
and freedom 

Support internal 
locus of control 

The user should have the ability to choose 
strategies and feel in control. 

8  
Error 

prevention Prevent errors The system should prevent errors. 

9  
Recognition 
rather than 

recall 

Reduce short 
term memory 

The user should be able to recognize features within 
the system rather than remembering where to look. 

10  
Flexibility and 

efficiency of 
use 

 
The user should be able to adjust the system to 

his/her preferences. 

11  
Aesthetic and 

minimalist 
design 

 Irrelevant information should not be presented. 

12  
Help and 

documentation  
Information and help should be accessible and 

simple. 

13   
Cater to 

universal 
usability 

Everyone should be able to use the system 
(regardless of age, disabilities, experience etc.) 

14   
Design dialogs 
to yield closure 

When a group of actions terminate there should be 
feedback reporting its termination. 

15   
Permit easy 
reversal of 

actions 

The user should be able to regret his actions 
without complications. 
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Appendix B: Keywords used to collect data  

Table B.1.  A sample of keywords used to collect data. The keywords were combined 
in different ways (using AND or OR as indicated within the table)  in order to find 

relevant data.  
 

Research area Keywords sample 

Usability usability OR human factors OR user-centered design OR HCI   
AND 
graphical user interface OR GUI  
AND/OR  
intuitive OR perceptive 
AND/OR 
performance  

Usability evaluation methods usability OR human factors OR user-centered design OR HCI  
AND 
evaluation OR measurement OR method OR evaluation OR 
taxonomy  
AND/OR  
intuitive OR perceptive 
AND/OR 
performance  

User experience user experience OR UX OR information architecture OR HCI  
AND/OR  
intuitive OR perceptive 
AND/OR  
satisfaction  

User experience evaluation 
methods 

user experience OR UX OR information architecture OR HCI  
AND 
evaluation OR measurement OR method OR evaluation OR 
taxonomy 
AND/OR  
intuitive OR perceptive 
AND/OR 
satisfaction  
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Appendix C: Data from Shownight’s previous study  

 
Figure D.1. Illustration of the age distribution of the participants in Shownight’s 

survey. Adapted from Shownight’s prior study. 

 

 
Figure D.2. Illustration of the distribution of believed usage and age of the 

participants. Taken from Shownight’s previous study.  

 

The Y axe indicates level of usage and the size of the circles indicates the amount of 

people believed that they would use the application. 

1. Daily 

2. Weekly 

3. Every few weeks 

4. Every two weeks 

5. Monthly 
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Appendix D: Interviews and answers 

Table E.1. Data of the participants 

Participant  Age Gender Occupation 

1 22 Male Student (Master in computer science) 

2 25 Female Student (Master in HCI) 

3 24 Male Student (Master in Real estate economics) 

4 29 Male Market Operations Specialist 

5 26 Female Student (Bachelor in Art) 

 
Table E.2. Performance measurements from participants. Numbers marked with an 

asterisk (*) indicates incomplete tasks 

 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 

Participant  
Time in 
minutes 

 
Number of 

clicks 

 
Time in 
minutes 

 
Number of 

clicks 

 
Time in 
minutes 

 
Number of 

clicks 

1 2.19* 15* 2.15 13 2.2* 23* 

2 1.15 10 0.10 9 1.2* 16* 

3 1.2 10 0.30 9 0.32 5 

4 0.29 12 0.30 9 0.52 10 

5 1.02 8 1.16 12 0.44 12 

 

Interview questions  

Beta-version. Task 1. 

Q1. What problems did you encounter during the task? 
This question was given only to participants that had noticeable problems when performing 
the task 

1. In the beginning it was confusing not to know which direction to swipe. It was not clear 

that the “follow”-button was illustrated with a star and that it was inside the picture of the 

celebrity in the search-list. 
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2. When I swiped left and right through the menu, I did not know how far I was in the news 

feed or list of celebrities. The application gave no indications on where I was and it did not 

refresh between the swipes in the menu.  

 

3. I could not search for specific celebrities; instead I had to scroll through the list. The list 

seemed to be unsorted. 

 

4. There was no search button, so I could not search for specific celebrities.  

 

5. It was not intuitive that the “star” button was the button to click if I wanted to follow a 

celebrity. I thought that the star could be used to rate the celebrity and would prefer a 

“follow” button. If I had more time to use the application, it would not a problem.  

 

Q2. Was there any design features that were misleading or reduced the 

enjoyment of using the application? 

 

1. There was no search bar so I could not search on a specific celebrity. Also, the flip-function 

was a bit misleading; however it was only a momentary issue. 

 

2. There were no indications on how far I had read through my news feed. In addition, I could 

not swipe left and right in the menu in the celebrity’s profile. This was misleading because I 

could do it earlier in the mobile application. 

 

3. See question Q3. 

 

4. Since it was a search icon in the menu, I expect that there would be a search function. 

Moreover, the icon for already followed celebrities should have the same star icon in the 

menu as it is in the list to make the connection more logical.  

 

5. It would be the “star” button. I think it should be a text in the star where it stands follow. I 

also think that there should be some kind of guide or manual that highlights different 

functions in the application. In that way the user can receive a quick view of the application’s 

functions. 

 

Q3. What are your opinions on the visual presentation of the celebrities? E.g. 

different picture sizes in the list. 
This question was given to all participants 

 

1. The list did not seem to be structured. Different picture sizes brought life to the application 

and it could be favorable to have picture size depending on how popular the celebrity is or 

depending on my earlier preferences. 

 

2. There should be a short presentation of the celebrity when you click on their profile. I 

thought it was stylish to have different sizes on the pictures. 
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3. I did not like that the list contained pictures of different sizes. You can easily miss 

information when you go through the list. Also, if the celebrity have paid for a bigger picture, 

I would consider it commercial and I do not like that idea. Moreover, it should be exactly 

three pictures in one view; it does not seem to optimized for this mobile device. 

 

4. I thought that it was weird that the picture sizes were different when it was my first time 

using the application, because I do not know on what bases the picture sizes varies. However, 

I would appreciate the different picture sizes if it was a more personalized view. For instance, 

if I could choose options to show a certain type of comedian in a bigger picture size. 

 

5. I did not notice that there were pictures in different sizes until you told me about it. It is 

not logic to have different sizes when I do not know why they have it. Maybe it depends on 

popularity or on my own preferences. Overall, the visualization is clear and okay, but I do not 

perceive the design as thrilling or modern. 

 

Q4. How would you like to have the celebrities presented if the list of celebrities 

was longer? 

This question was given to all participants 
1. There should be a search bar so I can search for specific celebrities and then the list can be 

the same. 

 

2. It could be arranged as a telephone book where you can find the celebrity by scrolling to 

the first letter of the name. Also, a search bar should be implemented. 

 

3. There should be a categorization with different themes, for instance: “top 10 celebrities” 

and “weekly hits”. 

 

4. I would prefer to have a filter function so I can choose what to see. It could be filters such 

as type of entertainer (singer or comedian), gender or city. I think that the current grid view 

should not contain more than 10 celebrities. If there will be more, I would prefer a list view.  

 

5. The list of celebrities is currently hard to grasp. I would prefer to have the list in categories, 

i.e. actors, comedians, etc.  

 

Task 2 
Q5. What problems did you encounter during the task? 

This question was given only to participants that had noticeable problems when performing 

the task 

 

1. It was not obvious that the “heart” button was the button to click if I wanted to save an 

article.  Also, I could not get to the top of the news feed without flipping through all the 

articles. 

 

2. -   
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3. One article in my news feed was in Spanish. Some of the articles had pictures that had no 

relevance to the article and that was confusing. 

 

4. - 

 

5. I did not understand that the “heart” button as the save button in the beginning. The 

“heart” icon is usually used in other applications as a icon to show your friends that you like 

something. I thought that in this case the “share” button was more logic to use. I would rather 

use a “download” icon to symbolize the article is saved. 

 

Q6. What are your opinions on the visualization of the long news articles? 
1. In the long articles, it should be more obvious that the user can be redirected to the source 

if I click on the article. The last words of the preview of the article could be a link to the article 

to make it more obvious. 

 

2.  There should be a more clear delimitation in longer news articles so that the users realize 

that the article is longer and that they will be redirected to the original source. However, the 

redirection was good. A feature bug I noticed was that when I clicked on the “share” button, 

and then decided to not to share, the button was still marked as “already shared” and I could 

not change it. Also, I think that the heading should be clearer and placed above the images in 

the articles. My perception of the long articles was that the design was a bit compressed. 

 

3. It should be more clearly visualized which source the article is taken from. Also, if more 

than one source has written about the same topic, they could perhaps be shown in the same 

view. Then the user does not need to read about the same topic several times. The picture size 

was different for every article and some of them had no relevance. Maybe the picture could be 

smaller as well, because currently they are taking up a lot of space. 

 

4. I have no opinions on the visualization of the long news articles.  

 

5. I think that the design of the long articles is good with a proper text size and sometimes 

inclusion of pictures. However, I did not understand that there the long articles would 

redirect me to the original source. Therefore, I think there should be a more clear limitation, 

i.e. visualizing the included part with “part 1/2”. I think that it is important to inform the user 

about the original source and I liked that this application shows the source. 
 

Q7. What are your opinions on the visualization of the short news articles? 

This question was given to all participants 

1. It looks very empty on the screen when reading a short news article; I assume it is because 

it is a twitter update. There should be some graphical element to fill up the screen and show 

from which source the article is from. 

 

2. The visualization of the shorter articles is okay. Although, it looks a bit empty when there 

are no pictures or framing of the text. Maybe the menu below with the share and heart button 

can be placed higher on the short news articles.  
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3. Instead of having one tweet for the whole screen, it can show the last five tweets from the 

same celebrity. Also, a button to follow the celebrity on twitter could be implemented. 

 

4. The visualization of the short articles is very boring. It should show the original source and 

maybe include the twitter logo. It should also show the celebrity’s twitter account name, to 

make the information and view more complete. 

 

5. It should be clearer that the source is Twitter. People who do not spend much time on 

social media might not recognize that these are updates from Twitter. Maybe the Twitter logo 

could be below the text or use the same colors as Twitter. Since the text was so short, the text 

size could be a bit larger (around 10% bigger) and placed lower on the screen. 

 

Mockup version 
Q8. What function do you think the “play my city” button has? 

This question was given to all participants 
1. I think it is a local-based function to connect with my friends to like the same celebrity. 

 

2. It maybe is a request to play in my city.  

 

3. To show what will happen in my local area.  

 

4. It is either a request to have the celebrity to play in my city or it will show which celebrities 

will play in my city. 

 

5. It will probably show which celebrities will come to my city today or within short time. 

Maybe it will be a slideshow of those celebrities. 

 

Q9. After receiving an explanation and reviewed the “play my city” button, what 

are your opinion on the button, the content shown and its functionality? 

This question was given only to all participants 

 

1. The numbers shown below the map are confusing; however the overall presentation is good. 

 

2. After clicking on the button, the button changes text into “Show petition” and it is not clear 

what that means. I am not sure if I want to be directed to a new page instantly or on the 

second click. Instantly would be good in that I would receive feedback that something 

changed. On the other hand, it is good in that way it would reduce the number of 

redirections. Overall, the design of this view should be more polished. I think that there 

should be some heading above the map that gives some information about this page. In the 

page, the line “Your request has been sent” should be more obvious. Also, anonymity should 

be considered because sometimes I do not want show others what I like. Last, I think that the 

words view petition are hard to understand. 

 

3. It was hard to understand the button’s function in the beginning. The connection between 

“play my city” button and “your request has been sent” was not clear. The “play my city” 

button should be highlighted in some way and both the “play my city” and “view petition” 
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button should change name. In my opinion, play my city could be called come to my city and 

view petition could be participants or liked in my city. The numbers shown on the view are 

good. 

 

4. I do not like that the “play my city” and “view petition” buttons are in the same place and 

have the same color. I could hardly see that the button had changed after my click. The 

content shown in the map view is good. 

 

5. The “view petition” button did not make any sense for me. “Play my city” was not intuitive 

either. Instead, I would prefer the text Play in my city or Come to my city. 

Since this function seems to be a big part of the mobile application, it should be more clearly 

visualized, i.e. have a bigger size or another color. I thought it was good that you had to click 

twice to see the petition, because then I can choose if I want to be redirected or not. 

 

Task 3 
Q10. What problems did you encounter during the task? 

This question was given only to participants that had noticeable problems when performing 

the task 

 

1. I did not understand where to click to read my personal information. The iconography did 

not present the functionality well at all. 

 

2. I could not find my personal information and there were no indications on how many 

articles I had in my personal magazine. This will probably become a problem if I save a lot of 

articles but I cannot find them. 

 

3. I could not find my personal information and I had a hard time understanding that my 

personal magazine was the text below my profile. 

 

4. The design for the personal information and magazine was not intuitive at all and it made 

it hard to find the information. Even if the circle contained my own initials it would still be 

hard to find the information.  

 

5. At first I thought that the “home” button was used to edit my personal information and I 

had to click around on the application to find it. I did not understand that the text below was 

my personal magazine. 

 

Q11. How would you improve the personal information? 

This question was given to all participants 

 

1. It should be a generic icon for a profile, for instance the default “user profile” icon. 

 

2. The personal information button with my initials should be replaced with a profile picture 

and numbers of followers should be shown above my profile picture. The “save” button in the 

edit profile menu should be replaced with an “edit” button, which changes to “save” when a 

change has been done. The icon for personal information and magazine should be a 
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combined icon including both functions, i.e. the “profile” icon and the “bookmark” icon. 

 

3. The personal information should be separated from the personal magazine or have a more 

recognizable delimitation between the profile and personal magazine. I did not like that the 

profile consisted of my initials. 

 

4. The personal information and magazine should be separate since they are two totally 

different functions. The personal information should be visualized with the icon of a cog for 

configuration or a generic “profile” icon. Moreover, people rarely make changes in their 

profiles so it should not take that much space from the screen.  

 

5. I would change the icon in the menu, since it looked like a diskette rather than a bookmark. 

I would prefer to use a generic user profile icon. For the personal information, the circle with 

initials could be replaced with a generic profile icon. It would be even better if I could upload 

a profile picture.  

 

Q12. How would you improve the personal magazine? 

This question was given to all participants 

 

1. The personal magazine and personal information should be separated since they have 

different functionalities. 

 

2.The personal magazine and personal information could be separated into two individual 

functions to be more easy to understand. The articles should be sorted or categorized in a way 

that I can find my articles. The articles in my personal magazine should be minimized and 

visualized in a list. This will make it easier to find the articles I am looking for. There should 

also be a way to see the number of articles in my personal magazine. 

 

3.-  

 

4. It should have the same format as the news articles in the news feed.  

The current “bookmark” icon works, but it would be more intuitive to have a “heart” icon in 

the menu as the heart represents that you have saved the article to your news magazine. Also, 

I think that if you have a great number of articles it would be easier to read through them if 

they were shown in a list view.  

 

5. I do not have any comments on the personal magazine. I think it is good that it has the 

same structure as the news feed. In addition, I think that it is good to have the personal 

information and magazine shown in the same view since both are my own things. 

 

Q13. What do you think about the structure of the menu? 

This question was given to all participants 

 

1. The personal magazine and personal information should be separated since they have 

different functionalities. Thus, I think there should be an additional icon in the menu. The 
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personal magazine should be placed next to the news feed.  

 

2. The personal information and personal magazine could be separated. Moreover, the search 

list and grid view with your subscribed celebrities could be combined. Since their interfaces 

are so similar, it can be combined to show celebrities I follow and do not follow in the same 

view. Also, in the search view, the headings should be renamed. The headings people and 

entertainers are misleading, since entertainers also are people. Instead, entertainers could be 

called subscribed and people could be called circles or friends. 

 

3. The main menu should be in the bottom because it would be easier to use it on big mobile 

devices. The option to share and like could instead be switched to the top because they are 

used less frequently. The headings in the search-function should not be “entertainers” and 

“people”, because entertainers are also people. 

 

4. I have no more comments on the head menu than I already have said. 

 

5. I think the structure of the menu is good, except that the bookmark is not intuitive.  

 

Q14. What qualities of the application do you find pleasing? (aesthetically and 

functionality) 

This question was given to all participants 

 

1. The visualization of the list of celebrities was good. The different sizes on the pictures were 

also good. 

 

2. The design of the grid view was good, especially in the beta-version where it was cleaner.  

The iconography with stars as the “follow” button is appropriate. I also liked the flip function 

in the news feed. 

  

3. The flip function was good, but should be more optimized. The event calendar was the best 

one as it is shown in a simple way and shows local events. 

 

4. The flip in the news feed was good. Also, the grid view is good when the list of celebrities is 

short. However, it will become problematic when the list gets longer.  

 

5. The search function, the home function and event calendar, since they are easy to 

understand. 

 

Q15. Was there anything that affected the pleasure? (aesthetically and 

functionally) 

This question was given to all participants 
1. There is no confirmation that you clicked on the “play my city” button. Also, the 

visualization of the list of events was boring. Moreover, I want to be able to see which of my 

friends has answered to go to a show. 
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2. The event calendar could be shown in a more creative way, such as a calendar with color 

dots on days with events. However, the already implemented list is also good and should be 

an option the user can choose as well. Another displeasing part is the personal information, 

which gave me a bulky impression. 

 

3. The profile was hard to find. The articles have too much unnecessary information and 

should contain a shorter pitch. In some articles I thought that the picture was too big and the 

design was therefore not so good. I also think that social media is not for everyone and it 

would be good to be able to personalize the application further. Moreover, there could be an 

option to choose how much I like an entertainer, so that the news feed would be filled up with 

the entertainers I have more interest in.   

 

4. The event calendar icon did not show a calendar and there were no search function in the 

beta-version. I also thought that the “play my city” button has to be improved. In the future, 

if the company wants to expand the numbers of celebrities, they should have categories and 

subcategories to filter them. 

 

5. I think that there are too few colors in this mobile application. It is mainly black and white, 

and some important functions could be highlighted by giving them distinct colors. I also 

think that I have to click too many times until I could see a celebrity’s tour dates. 

 

Q16. To what degree do you think that the mobile application serves it purpose 

well?  

This question was given to all participants 

 

1. If the mobile application can collect all kinds of news sources and the user did not have any 

other mobile application that could gather information I believe the application has a 

purpose. In this way the user does not need to visit every site.  

 

2. The mobile application is good in general and has good functions. 

 

3. I think that the mobile application is generally good. It would be even better if it was 

available on tablets and if the user could save articles and read them offline. Then I can select 

the articles I am interested in and read them whenever I have time over and no access to 

Internet.  

 

4. I think that the mobile application fulfills its purpose.  

 

5. I think that it is not entirely obvious that a user can request a celebrity. To increase the 

user’s interest for celebrities, the application can show pictures and videos from their earlier 

performances. Also, the company’s logo is not showed anywhere in the mobile application, 

which makes it even less obvious who the requests are sent to. Also, if the application will be 

named “Shownight”, I think that there could be a slogan used (maybe “takes them there”) to 

increase the understanding of the companies function.  
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Q17. How easy did you find it to use this application? 

This question was given to all participants 

 

1. On a scale from 1-10 it was a 6-7. However, it is only based on the first impression. If a user 

had more time to interact with the application, it would probably be rated higher. 

 

2. The mobile application was initially a bit hard to understand. I believe that it would be 

easier when the user becomes more experienced. 

 

3. I thought the application was easy to use and user friendly. 

 

4. It was easy since it followed a normal structure of a mobile application. 

 

5. Initially it as a bit hard to understand some functions. Overall it was easy. 

 

Q18. If you had to remove one function, which one would it be? Why? 
This question was given only to participants 

 

1. I did not like the personal magazine. I would probably not use it. 

 

2. That would be to remove the grid view icon and make it a joint function with the search 

view. I would also change the “heart”-button to another icon that symbolizes that the article 

is saved rather than liked. Instead a generic “download” button could be used. It should be 

possible to select if you want a public or private news magazine. If the personal information 

and magazine would be separated, the personal information could be visualized using a “cog” 

button. 

  

3. If I had to choose one: Play my city. It is the function I liked the least. 

 

4. The personal magazine, because I would not want to share my magazine.  

 

5. I would not remove any function because I think that they all were necessary. 
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